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Welcome back. We hope you all had a lovely
Christmas and we wish you all a Happy New
Year.

Learning from home.

Gentle Reminder
Could you please ensure that your child’s belongings are
labelled with their name.
If your child has borrowed any clothing from Preschool could
you please return the cleaned items as soon as possible as our
stocks are running very low.

This term we have welcomed some new children. We look
forward to getting to know the children and their families. If
you have any questions please do not hesitate to speak to
the Preschool staff.

Learning in Preschool
In Preschool we have been reading about Goldilocks and the three
bears .We have been learning the language of size and providing
opportunities for the children to use their knowledge in the role
play area using bears, bowls, spoons and chairs of different sizes
enabling the children to recall and retell the story.

Learning from Home


To enable us to learn to write our bodies must be
prepared. To do this we must develop the muscles
starting from our shoulders, to our elbows and all the
way to our fingertips. To develop your children’s shoulder
muscles at home you could:
Crawl on all fours: forward, backward, sideways or
change direction on command.



Crawl through an obstacle course, strengthen the arms

on the playground: swing on monkey bars, trapeze bar,

ladders, climb up the slide.
Please use the ‘Moment from Home’ below to let us know




Push
andare
pullgetting
each other
whilst
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‘Row, child’s
row , row
how you
on with
developing
your boat’.
Please use this ‘Moment from Home’ to let
Draw large shapes and pictures on chalk boards, white

boards or on the ground.

Please use this ‘Moment from Home’ to let us know how
you are getting on developing your child’s physical skills.

Moments from home

Thank you for sharing your moment from home with us.

